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The expected increase of LHC luminosity over time will provide a continuous challenge to the ATLAS TDAQ 
system. The development of an upgrade path which, within the broad scope of the experiment, not only solves 
the TDAQ’s immediate performance issues, but also addresses its long term evolution would be very beneficial 
for meeting this challenge and would also hopefully ease future operational burdens. Among the various 
approaches to upgrade the TDAQ system we will discuss a specific investigation, which involves the 
replacement of the system’s Read-Out-Drivers (ROD) as well as its Read-Out System (ROS).  Due to the 
modular nature of this approach replacement could be incremental. That is, replacement could entail only 
specific subsystems or even portions of a single subsystem. This approach builds on SLAC research into those 
tools necessary to construct new generations of high performance Data Acquisition Systems. In turn, this 
research trades on recent industry innovation, specifically System-On-Chip technology, high-speed serial I/O 
and packaging standardization. This document is intended to seed discussion, which would lead to a broader 
collaborative proposal towards an upgraded DAQ system with substantially improved capacity, as well as 
increased regularity and simplicity.    
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0 Introduction and motivation 
The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system is expected to continuously evolve as 
accelerator luminosity increases in order to continue to maximize the physics output of the 
experiment. Among the various approaches to improve the TDAQ system, we will only discuss a 
specific investigation done so far on the upgrade of that part of the current system comprises the 
Read-Out-Drivers (ROD) and Read-Out-Systems (ROS), as well as the Read-Out-Links (ROL), 
which are used to connect these components together.    

In the SuperLHC era the upgrade of the RODs is usually considered inevitable because, if for no 
other reason, the anticipation that detector data volume will grow significantly. For example, the 
data volume from an upgraded pixel detector could increase by a factor of ten or more, and most 
likely, to deal with this increased data volume, detector electronics would deliver data to any one 
ROD at higher transmission rates. In such an eventuality, it would prove impractical to simply 
replicate the existing RODs in order to deal with increased data volume, as this would, for the 
pixel system alone, inflate the number of RODs by several fold.  

Given this necessary upgrade one could also see the ROD replacement as an opportunity to 
address other potential concerns: 

 The longevity of the existing RODs for the time frame beyond 2016. Clearly many of the 
components used in their implementation will be obsolete by this time and the expertise 
needed to maintain these RODs will be increasingly difficult to come by. 

 The RODs for the various subsystems serve rather similar functions; however, they were 
designed separately resulting in several different ROD flavors. The replicated effort from 
design, construction and commissioning of different types of RODs carries further into 
replicated burden for their maintenance and operation. The upgrade presents a unique 
opportunity to unify the ROD design to concentrate resources towards a more uniform 
system with smoother commissioning and easier maintenance for the future.   

 The ROS Ingress/Egress imbalance. A single ROS PC contains as many as four ROBINs 
and each ROBIN contains as many as three ROLs, implying a potential input rate of 
almost 2 Gbytes/sec, however, its four network interfaces limit its output rate to no more 
than 400 Mbytes/sec1. 

 Scalability. The current accessible unit of scalability is the ROD. On average, a ROD 
drives almost two ROLs. Given the ROS imbalance, one ROS/PC can emit roughly two, 
maximal ROL’s worth of data. To achieve balance, this implies that for every ROD added 
to the system one should add a corresponding ROS/PC. A further difficulty is the physical 

              
1  800 Mbytes/sec if one uses the ROBIN’s onboard NIC. 
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separation between ROD and ROS. Adding an additional ROS/PC implies adding 
connections between physically disparate equipment, which in turn adds mechanical and 
operational constraints to scaling the system. 

 ROL bandwidth restriction. Due to the limitation of on board logic density for the ROD at 
the design time of the current system, the deep buffering in the ROB needed to be a 
separate entity external to the ROD, with the S-link technology providing the connecting 
ROL. The rather fine grained mapping of each individual ROL to a local region of the 
detector imposes a restriction that any busy ROL with more data flowing cannot be 
helped by excess bandwidth in other ROLs. The system is designed with careful division 
for detector element mapping to ROLs to achieve approximate data flow uniformity. 
However, hot detector channels or unforeseen localized average background density 
variations can easily disrupt the uniformity while the entire system is limited by the 
slowest ROLs among 1574 ROLs. Effectively enlarged data pipes shared between more 
channels would be more desirable to ease this vulnerability.           

Note also, that the demand for this upgrade may in fact come earlier than expected, as the 
instantaneous luminosity could potentially exceed 1x1034 well before 2016, and the pixel b-layer 
insertion will certainly introduce the need for additional RODs along with their corresponding 
ROL/ROBIN/ROS to support the additional layer.  

Together the ROD and ROS of the current TDAQ system are responsible for receiving data from 
detector Front-End Electronics (FEE) systems, extracting the relevant features of that data and 
buffering those features for later processing by the TDAQ’s Level-2 Trigger and Event Building 
systems (see [4.0.3]). For this proposal and because both ROD and ROS cooperate in 
performing this function, the sum of these two systems will be referred to as the Integrated-Read-
Out-System (IROS).  The relationship between IROS, detector and downstream TDAQ systems 
is illustrated in Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1 Integrated-Read-Out-System System (IROS) 

Through its front-end interfaces, detector data are driven into the IROS in parallel through 
purpose-built fiber-optic serial links (S-Links) and taken off its back-end using commodity serial 
links operating industry standard protocols, which in the current system, consist of Ethernet 
serving as MAC layer and higher level protocols provided through IP. The IROS front and back 
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end interfaces illustrate another implicit yet very important requirement of the IROS: the necessity 
to adapt detector purpose-built hardware and protocols to commodity hardware and industry 
standard protocols. This adaption allows the down-stream systems to leverage the features of 
commercial hardware systems and take advantage of their corresponding economies of scale. 

The trigger system for ATLAS has three tiers. The IROS is triggered by a hardware based Level-1 
trigger system (L1) at an initial expected rate of 75 KHz, while downstream of the IROS a two 
stage software-based trigger called the High Level Trigger (HLT) is used to further reduce this 
rate. First, it is reduced to around 3 KHz with the L2 system and second, to around 200 Hz with 
the Event Filter (EF).  

Upon each L1 accept front-end event data are read-out by the more than 800 RODs where their 
relevant data is feature extracted and then transmitted via approximately 1600 optical ROLs to 
more than 500 ROBIN (Read-Out-Buffer-Input) modules where they are buffered. This buffering 
is sufficiently deep to cover both L2 and Event Builder latencies. ROBINs are installed in 145 
ROS PCs, where their contained data is served to both L2 and Event Building systems. Note that, 
unlike the Event Builder, the L2 system processes only a fraction of the data from each event. 
This fraction is composed of a number of so-called Region-Of-Interests (ROI). 

The upgrade proposal outlined in this document explores a scheme that upgrades the entire 
existing ROD/ROL/ROBIN/ROS plant with a replacement based on two different types of 
components developed out of SLAC research on the requirements for new generations of high-
speed Data Acquisition Systems.  One of these two components is called the Reconfigurable 
Cluster Element (RCE) while the second is called the Cluster Interconnect (CI).  These 
components would be physically packaged using an emerging telecommunication industry 
standard called ATCA (Advanced Telecommunication Architecture).  In the following sections a 
description of those building blocks as well as ATCA is provided, followed by a detailed 
discussion of the upgrade proposal, and ending with how this proposal would satisfy necessary 
upgrade requirements. The upgrade discussion includes a specification of the proposal’s scope, 
the architecture of the replacement system, as well as the hardware components necessary to 
realize that system. The summarizing section enumerates the necessary performance for any 
replacement system as a function of increased luminosity, demonstrates how these requirements 
could be met by this proposal and articulates its additional, beneficial features. 
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1 Proposal Background 
Current generations of HEP Data Acquisition Systems either in production or development are 
differentiated from DAQ systems used in other disciplines by the significant amounts of data they 
must both ingest and process, typically at very high rates. Future generation systems will require 
even greater capability. In practice this has resulted in the construction of systems, which are in 
fact massively parallel, computing systems. They are distinguished from commercial systems by 
the significantly greater amount of I/O capability required between computational elements, as 
well as the unique and disparate I/O requirements imposed on their interfaces. Given their unique 
requirements, traditionally, such systems have been purpose built by individual experiments. 
However, it has long been recognized that all these systems share a large degree of architectural 
commonality. To support future experimental activities SLAC has embarked on a research project 
intended to capture this commonality in a set of generic building blocks, as well as an industry 
standard packaging solution. It is intended that these blocks plus their corresponding packaging 
solution could be used in the construction of arbitrarily sized systems and which may also be 
used to satisfy a variety of different experimental needs.  Systems constructed using these three 
concepts will share the desirable property of being able to readily scale to arbitrary sizes. SLAC 
plans to deploy these components in its future experiments such as LSST and LCLS, as well as 
future computing initiatives such as the PetaCache, a large scale (one or more Terabytes), 
random access, high performance, storage system. The relative ease in applying this concept to 
the designs of these three very different projects has provided significant validation as to the 
correctness of this approach.  

Out of this research, the need for two types of building blocks has been identified: 

 A generic computational element. This element must be capable of supporting different 
models of computation, including arbitrary parallel computing implemented through 
combinatoric logic or DSP style elements, as well as traditional procedural based 
software operating on a CPU.  In addition, the element must provide efficient, protocol 
agnostic mechanisms to transfer information into and out of the element. 

 A mechanism to allow these elements to communicate with each other both hierarchically 
and peer-to-peer. This communication must be realized through industry standard, 
commodity protocols. The connectivity between elements must allow low latency, high-
bandwidth communication.  

In turn, this research has satisfied these needs with the Reconfigurable Cluster Element or RCE 
and the Cluster Interconnect or CI. Packaging of these blocks would be provided by an emerging 
telecommunication standard called ATCA. This packaging solution as well as the two building 
blocks is described in the sections below. 
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1.0 ATCA2 
ATCA is a communication and packaging standard developed and maintained by the PCI 
Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group (PICMG). The official designation of this standard is 
PICMG 3.x. This specification grew out of the needs of the telecommunication industry for a new 
generation of “carrier grade” communication equipment. As such this standard has many features 
attractive to the HEP community where “lights-out”, large-scale systems composed of multiple 
crates and racks are the norm. This specification includes provision for the latest trends in high 
speed interconnect technologies, as well as a strong emphasis on improved system Reliability, 
Availability and Serviceability (RAS) to achieve lower cost of operation. While a detailed 
discussion of ATCA is well beyond the scope of this paper (See [4.0.0]), these are its most 
pertinent features: 

 A generous board form factor (8U x 280 mm with a 30.38 mm pitch). While not quite as 
generous as a VME 9U board, it is still large in comparison to PCI or cPCI. The form 
factor also includes a mezzanine standard (AMC or the Advanced Mezzanine Card) 
allowing construction of substrate boards.  

 A chassis-packaging standard, which allows for as few as two boards and as many as 
sixteen boards.  A fourteen board chassis fits in a standard 19” rack while a sixteen board 
chassis fits in an ETSI rack. A chassis may have either a horizontal or vertical orientation 
for its boards. 

 The inclusion of hot-swap capability. This capability is integrated into the shelf manager 
(see below), allowing external monitoring and notification of hot swap events.  

 Provision for Rear-Transition-Modules (RTM). This allows for all external cabling to be 
confined to the backside of the rack and consequently enables the removal of any board 
without interruption of the existing cable plant. 

 Integrated “shelf” support. Each board can be individually monitored and controlled by a 
central shelf manager. I2C protocol is distributed over the backplane to all boards, as well 
as to any other Field Replaceable Units (for example, chassis fans or power supplies).  
The shelf manager interacts with external systems using industry standard protocols (for 
example RMCP, HTTP or SNMP) operating through its Gigabit Ethernet interface. 

 By default, external power input is specified as low-voltage (48V) DC. This allows for rack 
aggregation of power, which in turn helps lower the cost of power distribution for a large-
scale system.   

 It defines a high speed, protocol agnostic, serial backplane. The backplane does not 
employ a data-bus; rather it provides point-to-point connections between boards. A 
variety of connection topologies are supported, including dual-star, dual-dual star as well 
as mesh and replicated mesh. All serial connections use 100 Ohm, differential signaling 
allowing for their use by a variety of protocols. For example, the proposal described by 
this paper deploys 10-GE Ethernet (XUAI) over a dual-star backplane. Connectors for 
each board are partitioned into three geographical areas called Zones 1, 2 and 3. Zone-1 
provides redundant 48 VDC power as well as shelf management signals. Zone-2 
provides the point-to-point serial connections and Zone 3 is user defined, but typically 
used to connect boards to their corresponding RTM.  

The dual-star topology lends itself to a shelf containing two types of boards: 

              
2 What the HEP community traditionally calls a “crate” or “chassis” telecom industry refers to as 

the Shelf.  
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 The Payload board. A board, which contains one or more processing entities, typically 
intelligent and operating autonomously. One can imagine the role of a payload board is to 
provide the shelf’s content. The canonical example of such a board would be the 
ubiquitous blade server. This proposal defines a payload board whose processing entities 
are provided by the RCE (see “The Read-Out-Module”, page 12). 

 The Hub board. A board, which is used to switch the communication traffic generated by 
the processing entities contained in a crate’s payload boards. For example, in this 
proposal, a hub board is described that switches 10-GE Ethernet (see “The Read-Out-
Crate”, page 14). 

The front side of a representative, fourteen-slot shelf is pictured in Figure 2: 

 

Figure 2 Front side of an ATCA shelf (crate) 

This crate is somewhat atypical as ATCA crates, which employ a horizontal slot orientation, are 
typically found in either two or five slot configurations. This particular crate also includes 
embedded rather than external Power Supplies. Shown in the center, halfway inserted, is a SLAC 
built hub board (discussed in section 1.21.2). Blank payload boards are shown inserted in the 
remaining slots. The backside of the same crate is pictured in Figure 3: 
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Figure 3 Backside of an ATCA shelf (crate) 

In this photograph one style of RTM for its corresponding hub board is shown inserted. A dual-
star backplane always places its hub boards centrally with payload boards radiating out from that 
center.  Note the backplane extends to only two thirds of a board’s height. This allows the user to 
implement their own interconnect strategy within Zone-3.  

1.1 The Reconfigurable-Cluster-Element (RCE) 
The RCE is a generic computational building block based on System-On-Chip (SOC) technology 
capable of operating from 1 to 24 lanes of generic high speed serial I/0. These lanes may operate 
individually or bound together and may be configured to operate arbitrary protocol sets running at 
lane speeds anywhere from 1 to 10 gbits/s. The baseline configuration includes the ability to 
instantiate one or more channels of Ethernet, each channel operating at three selectable speeds 
of 1, 2.5 and 10 gbits/sec. The RCE provides support for three different computational models: 

 A 450 MHZ PowerPC processor configured with 128 or 512 Mbytes of RLDRAM-II as 
well as 128 Mbytes of configuration memory. Standard GNU tools are available for cross-
development. 

 Up to 192 Multiple-And-Accumulate (MAC) units. Each MAC is capable of a one cycle, 18 
x 18 fixed-point multiplication summed into a 48-bit accumulator. MACs may be operated 
either independently or cascaded together. 

 Generic combinatoric logic and high-speed block RAM. 

An application is free to distribute their specific computation over these three mechanisms in any 
appropriate fashion. Independent of mechanism used, all three mechanisms have access to data 
transmitted and received using the built-in serial I/O.  In the case of the processor a generic set of 
DMA engines are incorporated to transfer information between processor memory and serial I/O. 
These engines are optimized for low latency transfers and the underlying memory subsystem is 
able to sustain a continuous 8 GBytes/sec of I/O.   The processor is running under the control of a 
Real-Time kernel called RTEMS. RTEMS is an Open Source product, which contains, along with 
the kernel, POSIX standard interfaces as well as a full TCP/IP protocol stack. 
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In order to develop the RCE, SLAC has realized the RCE on an ATCA payload board. The 
original client for this board was the PetaCache project. However, (with suitable re-programming) 
this board is now also targeted for both LCLS and LSST Data Acquisition. The only difference 
between DAQ and PetaCache application is the board’s corresponding RTM which in the case of 
the PetaCache system is not used.  The payload board contains two RCEs. Each RCE is 
responsible for managing ½ Terabyte of flash memory. Four serial channels operating a 
proprietary point-to-point protocol allow data transfers between flash memory and RCE to occur 
at speeds of up to 1 Gbyte/sec. The RCE contains two dual-homed, Ethernet interfaces. One is 
connected to the backplane’s base interface and one to its fabric interface. The base interface 
operates at either 1 or 2.5 gbits/sec while the fabric interface operates at 10 gbits/sec.  This board 
along with its corresponding RTM is shown in Figure 4: 

 

 

Figure 4 The RCE board 

The RCEs are hidden behind their black heat sinks. The Media Carriers contain the flash memory 
housed in SO-DIMM packages (half of which are shown installed). The flash memory is interfaced 
to the RCEs through a set of FPGAs called Media Slice Controllers. The figure connectors used 
within the three ATCA zones are also called out. The connector used in Zone-3 (P3) is used to 
connect signals between the payload board and its corresponding RTM. For this particular board 
the P3 connector carries the signals for eight serial links. Four of these links are connected to one 
RCE and the other four to the other RCE. The RTM simply contains eight optical transceivers 
(operating at 3.125 gbits/sec), each converting a serial link from copper to light and light to 
copper. The fiber-optic links would typically be used to carry input data from Front-End electronics 
systems. For example, in the case of the LSST Data Acquisition System these fibers are 
connected to electronics resident within the telescope’s camera. 

1.2 The Cluster-Interconnect (CI) 
The CI consists principally of two 10-GE switches. The number of ports per switch may vary from 
eight to twenty-four and the physical interface for each port is XAUI. These switches are fully 
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managed Layer-2 switches with a cut-through latency of less than 200 NS making them ideal for 
real-time applications, as well as the construction of deep fabric hierarchies. Physically, the 
switch is an ASIC based on the Fulcrum Microsystems FM22xx chip family that is delivered in 
eight, twelve and twenty-four port versions. For example, the FM2224 is a twenty-four port switch 
implemented in a 130 nm process and available in a 1433-ball BGA package. To manage the two 
switches the CI also includes an RCE. Used in this role the RCE is called the Switch 
Management Unit (SMU). The SMU communicates with its corresponding switches through a 
Fulcrum defined, private management bus. Software interfaces operating on the SMU allow the 
switches to be fully configured, monitored and controlled externally.  

It’s important to emphasize that the SMU is simply an RCE. Therefore, applications, as well as 
logic outside of what is needed for switch management may also be incorporated into the SMU. 

As was the case for the RCE, in order to develop the CI, SLAC has realized the CI on an ATCA 
board. However, in this case we have a hub rather than payload board. This board is used 
extensively with no changes for the PetaCache project, as well as both LCLS and LSST Data 
Acquisition. Its primary function is to network together RCEs, presumably contained on the 
boards pictured in Figure 4. However, the board is a fully compliant ATCA hub board and will 
work equally well with any commercial board. This board (with a representative RTM) is shown in 
Figure 5: 

 

Figure 5 The Cl board 

 
The board consists of one CI. Using its Zone-2 connectors, twelve ports of each switch of the CI 
connect to the backplane’s base interface and twelve ports to its fabric interface. The base 
interface may operate at either 1.0 or 2.5 gbits/sec, while the fabric interface operates at 10 
gbits/sec. The CI is shown in the center of the board with its two switches hidden behind black 
heat-sinks. Ten ports for each switch are brought out through connectors in Zone 3. In this 
particular example, four of these ports go to an RTM where they are converted to light (multi-
mode SFP) and six ports are used to interconnect two of these boards through a private 
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backplane (not shown). The remaining two ports are brought to the panel as a one 1-GE copper 
interface and one 10-GE SFP fiber interface.  These ports may be used in an application where 
either an external 10-GE switch is not available and/or the external I/O requirements do not 
necessitate the expense associated with adding an RTM.  
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2 Proposal Analysis 
As discussed in the introduction the upgrade proposal envisions the replacement of the existing 
IROS. To be specific this includes: 

 The ROS. This includes not only their PCs, but also their associated ROBINs. 

 The ROLs used to connect RODs to their corresponding ROBINs (which are no longer 
necessary). 

 The RODs. There are as many as twelve different implementations of the ROD. 

 The ROCs (Read-Out-Crate) and their associated controllers. 

 The cabling and “wiring” used to connect these components together.  

 Error! Reference source not found. (See [4.0.4]), enumerates the number of these 
components as a function of subsystem: 

The ROS Detector 
System 

Detector 
Subsystem RODs ROLs 

ROD 

Crates ROBINs PCs 

192 762 16 255 68 Calorimeter LAr 
TileCal 32 64 4 24 8 

132 132 9 45 12 

92 92 8 32 8 

Inner 
Detector 

Pixel 
SCT 
TRT 96 192 10 66 18 

204 204 16 70?  16 Muon MDT 
CSC 16 16 2 6 2 

14 48 1 17 5 

32 32 4?  12 4 

24 24 4 8 2 

1 1 1 1 1 

L1 Calorimeter 
Muon RPC 
Muon TGC 
MUCTPI 

CTP 
1 1 1 1 1 

Totals  836 1574 76 537 145 

Table 1 Current number of components used in the current system 
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Two types of purpose built ATCA boards3 mounted in standard ATCA shelves (crates) would be 
used to replace this functionality.  The first type of board is called the ROM (Read-Out Module). 
The ROM would integrate the current functionality of the ROD, ROL, ROBIN and ROS into a 
single board whose physical implementation is subsystem independent. Principally it consists of 
eight RCEs switched together, using a CI to form two independent networks. In addition to its 
switch duties, the board’s SMU would manage L1 signals originating from the backplane and 
distribute those signals to each RCE. Subsystem dependencies in the processing of their input 
data are realized through suitable configuration and reprogramming of their corresponding RCEs. 
The second type of board is called The CIM (Crate Interconnect Module). The function of the CIM 
is two-fold: First, to aggregate the set of networks formed by the crate’s ROMs and second, to 
manage the control and timing signals from the L1 trigger and fan those signals out through the 
crate’s backplane to the crate’s ROMs. The CIM consists principally of a single CI. As was the 
case for the ROM, this SMU, in addition to its switch management responsibilities would be 
responsible for providing the crate interface to the L1 system. 

A set of ROMs and CIs would be contained within a single ATCA shelf. Such a combination will 
be called a Read-Out-Crate (ROC).The minimum size of any one ROC would depend on 
subsystem. However, the  maximum crate could contain as many as  twelve ROMs and two CIMs 
and provide as many as forty-eight ports of 10-GE brought out externally as SFP multi-mode 
fibers. Such a crate would most likely occupy 12U worth of rack space and therefore, a typical 
rack would contain three crates all of which would share a common power supply. 

2.0 The Read-Out-Module (ROM) 
The ROM would service data from as many as thirty-two (32) serial channels of data from the 
detector’s Front-End-Electronics. These data would be processed by up to eight (8) RCEs with 
each RCE servicing as many as four (4) serial channels of data. Reduction of input data would be 
implemented by subsystem specific code running on the RCEs. Depending on subsystem and 
application this software would be implemented in a procedural language on the processor or use 
the MAC units in combination with VHDL, or perhaps a combination of both. Each RCE has two 
ports of 10-GE. One port of each RCE is connected to one leg of the board’s CI, thereby allowing 
the board’s RCEs to participate with two physically distinct networks. A block diagram of the ROM 
is illustrated in Figure 6: 

              
3  Including their corresponding RTMs. 
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Figure 6 Block diagram of the Read-Out-Module (ROM) 

The physical interface for the input data would be provided by the RTM, allowing each subsystem 
to tailor its input interfaces through a subsystem specific RTM while still preserving the 
commonality of the ROM.  For example, if a subsystem’s FEE transports its data via S-Links, its 
corresponding RTM would contain S-Link transceivers. The back-end of the RTM goes to a 
common connector (P3), located in Zone-3, which carries the serial data to the ROM and 
subsequently to the appropriate RCEs. For input, each RCE is assigned four serial channels. 
These channels can operate at speeds anywhere from 1 to 6.8 gbits/sec, with 3.125 gbits/sec 
illustrated as an example.  

For output, one 10-GE port from each RCE goes to one port on the CI’s first switch while each 
RCE’s second port goes to one port on the CI’s second switch.  In this way two physically 
independent networks are created each appearing to contain eight nodes. However, each RCE is 
dual-homed and from its perspective it would appear to “see” both networks. The intent is for L2 
traffic to be carried exclusively over one network, while the second network would carry 
exclusively Event Build traffic. Consequently, this paper will refer to one network as the L2 
network and to the other network as the Event Building network. Two ports from one switch are 
brought to the backplane’s fabric interface and two ports from the other switch are brought to the 
backplane’s base interface, all through the ROM’s P2 connector, where they will end up 
connected to the switches contained on one of the crate’s two CIMs (see below). Because of pin 
density limitations on the backplane the ports connected to the Event Building network must 
operate at ¼ of the capacity of the ports on the L2 network. This constraint should not prove to be 
an issue given the asymmetry between the data volumes moved for L2 and Event Building.  

 The SMU on the CI would perform double duty. In addition to its normal responsibilities for switch 
management, the SMU would processes the L1 timing and control signals sourced from the 
backplane and fan those signals out to the board’s RCEs.  
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2.1 The Read-Out-Crate (ROC) 
The ROC would contain as many as twelve (12) ROMs, as well as either one or two CIMs.  A 
block diagram of the crate is illustrated inError! Reference source not found.: 

 

Figure 7 Block diagram of the Read-Out-Crate (ROC) 

Each CIM is responsible for extending the networking for half of the crate’s ROMs. That is, all 
forty-eight RCEs contained on six ROMs share the same L2 and Event Building networks. The 
CIM is simply a CI which, for any given network, has twelve of its ports connected to the crate’s 
backplane while its other twelve ports are connected to the board’s P3 connector. The twelve 
ports on the backplane provide connectivity to each network on each ROM (see above). The 
twelve ports connected to the P3 connector are carried to an RTM where they are converted to 
multi-mode fiber (SFP). Thus, the RTM provides the physical back-end interface to the TDAQ’s 
L2 and Event Building systems (see below). A fully populated crate with two CIMs would have 
forty-eight (48) 10-GE ports of external I/O. Half of these ports could be used to connect to the L2 
system and half could be used to connect to the Event Building system. While it would appear 
that both external interfaces have symmetric capacity, in actuality this is not the case as the 
Event Building network is limited on the backplane to ¼ of the capacity of the L2 network. 
Therefore, the maximum output I/O capacity of one crate is 30 Gbytes/sec, partitioned into 24 
Gbytes/sec for the L2 interface and 6 Gbytes/sec for the Event Building interface. As was the 
case for the ROM (see above), the SMU on the CIM performs double duty, not only managing its 
corresponding switches, but also serving as an interface to the timing and control signals from L1 
and which it, in turn, distributes (through the crate’s backplane) to its ROMs. 

The functions provided in the current system by the crate’s SBC would be distributed over a 
crate’s SMUs as well as potentially its CEs. 

Finally, each crate contains provision for embedded shelf management in order to manage and 
monitor the environmental behavior of the crate. This allows, for example, remote power cycling 
or resets, as well as monitoring of power and temperature. The physical interface for this shelf 
manager is 1000-Base-T. 
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2.2 The Upgraded IROS 
The proposed IROS would consist of a series of ROCs (see above). Both the number and size of 
these crates would vary as a function of subsystem. The detector front-end systems would 
physically interface through a series of RTMs (see above). The implementation of these RTMs 
would also most likely vary as a function of subsystem. The output interface is simply a set of 10-
GE multi-mode fibers. The relationship of the proposed IROS with respect to the existing detector 
and TDAQ systems, for example, is illustrated inError! Reference source not found.: 

 

Figure 8 Upgraded IROS 

Note that it is not necessary to connect all of a crate’s output ports. Connecting fibers to a crate’s 
ports just makes more of its output capacity available to its clients; it does not effect how that 
capacity is used. In practice, the actual number of fibers connected to the down-stream systems 
would depend on the data volume generated by each subsystem. Additional output capacity 
would be made available to down-stream systems by simply connecting more fibers. These fibers 
would be fed into the existing switching fabric contained on the surface. Currently, this switching 
fabric accepts 1-GE, so clearly this proposal would also necessitate the change-out of existing 
line cards to 10-GE. It’s important to note that although this proposal calls out for the physical 
separation of L2 and Event Build traffic, there is nothing intrinsic in the use of this scheme that 
requires this specific separation. For example, one could have as easily interleaved both types of 
traffic (as in the current system) over one or more switches. As communication between IROS 
and its down-stream systems is currently based on IP protocols the software-base resident on the 
L2 and Event Building farms would most likely remain unchanged. Indeed, it is entirely possible 
that a significant fraction of the code base currently hosted on the ROS/PCs could be lifted extent 
into the system’s RCEs. 

To quantify the actual number of components implied by this proposal is somewhat problematic 
as their number is highly dependent on the evolution of the Front-End systems in the face of the 
intended luminosity upgrades. However, a reasonable estimate can be arrived at by assuming, as 
an example, the plug replacement of the entire system against the current detector configuration. 
Performing this exercise gives the enumeration found in Table 2: 
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Detector 
System 

Detector 
Subsystem ROMs Crates CIMs Racks 

48 4 8 
Calorimeter 

LAr 
TileCal 8 1 2 

2 

33 3 6 

23 2 4 
Inner 

Detector 

Pixel 
SCT 
TRT 48 4 8 

3 

51 5 10 
Muon 

MDT 
CSC 4 1 1 

2 

4 1 1 

8 1 2 

6 1 1 

1 1 1 

L1 

Calorimeter 
Muon RPC 
Muon TGC 
MUCTPI 

CTP 1 1 1 

1 

Totals  235 25 45 8 

Table 2  Number of components required by proposal 

For comparison against the number of components in the current system see Error! Reference 
source not found..  

Note the calculation of the number of crates and racks assumes populating crates at maximum 
density. However, in fact, cable runs and lengths, constraints on crate location, as well as 
modularity factors could also influence the number of crates (either up or down) and consequently 
the number of racks. 

It’s also important to note that although the example suggests a plug replacement of the entire 
system, a wholesale substitution at one time is not necessary. The modularity inherent in this 
approach means that one could replace only a single subsystem or even a fraction of a 
subsystem and continue to leave the remainder of the system unchanged. This could prove be an 
attractive feature when one envisions how, if this approach is pursued, one could deploy this 
approach adiabatically. 

Given operational experience with the current generation of RCE and CI one could anticipate the 
average power dissipation of either of the two ATCA boards at less than 100 watts, giving the 
total estimated power dissipation for the proposed system of less than 30 Kilowatts. 
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3 Summary 
The principal impetus for this proposal comes from the need t o upgrade the capacity of the 
current system in order to gracefully consume the anticipated data volume as luminosity 
increases. These increases will come in two distinct phases. Table 3 enumerates the anticipated 
performance and data volume requirements as a function of luminosity upgrade phase4: 

Input event rates (KHZ) Data size (Mbytes) Output rates 
(Gbytes/s) Phase 

IROS L2 EB Event ROI L2 EB 

0 75 75 2 1.5 .0162 1.2 3 

1 100 100 3 3.0 .0826 8.3 9 

2 100 100 6 5.8 .4884 48.8 35 

Table 3 Performance requirements as a function of luminosity upgrade phase 

The values in this table (as well as the following table were derived using the information found in 
reference [4.0.2]. The ROI data size is the total amount of ROI information needed per accepted 
event by the L2 system. Its derivation is based on the assumption that both ROI size and number 
will vary as a function of luminosity as shown in the following table: 

 

Phase ROI size (Kbyte) ROI number Total (Kbyte) 

0 1.0  16.25 16.2 

1 3.0 27.54 82.6 

2 6.7 72.9 488.4 

 

For this proposal maximum output capacity is limited by interconnect capacity between ROM and 
CIM. For the L2 network this corresponds to 2 Gbytes/sec and for the Event Building network, ¼ 
that amount, or 0.5 Gbytes/sec. The total output capacity of the proposed IROS would simply 
scale linearly with the number of ROMs. For example, using the plug replacement example 
described above, the total output capacity would be 470 Gbytes/sec for the L2 interface and 118 

              
4  Where: Phase 0 corresponds to initial turn-on of the accelerator. 
5 As found in [4.0.5]. 
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Gbytes/sec for the Event Building interface. This illustrates that even a plant designed only to 
replace the current system could comfortably absorb the additional data volume anticipated with 
the luminosity upgrades. To compare, the current IROS equivalent has roughly 16 Gbytes/sec of 
capacity. While increased performance and scaling capacities are the principal attractions of this 
proposal the TDAQ system would also gain from three incidental, but beneficial side-effects: 

 Scaling is more “natural”. Demand from the detector for processing of additional data 
volume will translate directly to additional ROMs. As each ROM brings with it its own 
output capacity, adding capacity will require no additional changes to the system.  

 A significantly smaller physical plant. The total number of components is significantly 
reduced.  For example, the functionality of both ROS and ROD has been folded into a 
single module and the number of these modules is reduced at least four-fold with respect 
to the current number of RODs. The number of different component types has also been 
reduced. For example, the current system has eight different physical implementations of 
the ROD. In the proposal this functionality is implemented in a single type of module. 
Finally, the amount of discrete point-to-point “wiring” has been reduced. For example, the 
fiber-optic cables and links represented by the approximately 1600 ROLs are eliminated. 
These reductions will result in lower cost of operation as well as increased reliability and 
system uptime. As one example, power and cooling requirements will be reduced. As 
another example, the number of components subject to failure and repair is smaller. 
Usage of RTMs to reduce perturbations to the cable plant as well as ATCA’s hot-swap 
capability will improve mean time to repair. Last, a reduced plant translates to a system 
which is more easily understood. Increased understanding will decrease diagnostic time 
and consequently improve the time it takes to commission, debug and maintain such a 
system. 

 An increase in internal connectivity. For example, within a ROM each RCE can 
communicate with each of its neighboring RCEs at 1 Gbyte/sec with a latency of less 
than 200 nanoseconds. Due to the presence of Ethernet as a transport protocol, as well 
as a POSIX compliant TCP/IP stack, applications, which require this type of 
communication, can be readily developed. While the functionality of the IROS as 
currently defined does not require it, this extra capability can open avenues for the 
inclusion of significantly new features and functionalities to the existing TDAQ, such as 
providing a platform for level 1.5 type triggers with fast local data access including 
neighboring detector elements.  

As discussed above, although the upgrade proposed is a rather dramatic change to the existing 
physical plant, the modular nature of the new scheme allows one to migrate gradually from old to 
new. A particular subsystem can be extended or partially converted to this scheme and then 
operate concurrently with the existing RODs and TDAQ system.  

As an example, the forthcoming pixel B-layer Insertion (IBL) project for the time scale of 2013 is 
likely to require an additional 64 existing style RODs populating four additional crates. In addition, 
these RODs would require a commensurate number of ROLs, ROBINs and ROSs to assemble a 
complete solution. Because of the higher data rate from the new B-layer located at a lower radius, 
the IBL data will most likely be transmitted at double the current rate. In order to accommodate 
this increased rate, one would in any case require a new Back-Of-Crate (BOC) board to perform 
a split of the anticipated160 MHz down to 80 MHz in order to interface to the ROD. Instead of 
adopting the rather awkward migration using RODs, the IBL could already benefit from the 
construction of a prototype based on the scheme described in this document. The output of its 
ROCs would plug directly into the existing L2 and Event Building systems. Most likely a single 
crate could serve the entire IBL, in conjunction with a matching IBL optical data transmission 
scheme which can perform a moderate data multiplexing to Gbits/s. The crate’s corresponding 
RTMs could be designed to select input from either the existing 40 or 80 MHz inputs or from new 
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data speed regimes from 160 MHz up to 3.2 GHz for the future sLHC upgrade designs. 
Furthermore, this crate could not only serve the IBL, it could also serve as a spare crate for the 
current pixel system simply by switching some fraction of its inputs over to the ROC, which would 
then run in parallel with the old system.  

The investigations presented in this document are clearly just an initial sketch of a possible 
evolution of the DAQ system as a seed for further discussion. There are many issues still to be 
followed into the next level to confirm the feasibility and towards a real implementation, such as 

 Systematic examination of each flavor of existing RODs to ensure all required 
functionalities are indeed fully served by the new scheme, in particular the subsystem 
dependent calibration capabilities. This in fact presents a great opportunity to review the 
limitations of existing RODs in serving the calibration needs to potentially provide 
significantly improved infrastructure for calibrations.  

 More detailed investigation of the implementation of the interface of the new ROC to the 
Timing, Trigger and Control system.  

 Examination of RTM layout and implementation for the extent of flexibility to switch 
between different input signals. 

 Evaluation of adaptability of system dependent software from existing system, in 
particular the calibration code. 

Exploration of internal connectivity for more extensive utilization of this new infrastructure as a 
base platform for applications such as level 1.5 trigger as part of the overall TDAQ upgrade 
strategy.        
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